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only (at the time of this writing) digital art program to incorporate real world color
mixing. that means that if a traditional oil painter tries rebelle 5 pro and they want
to mix oil pigments to get a new color, they get what they expect. rich, full bodied,

frothy color. unlearning color is a huge, unnatural and depressing aspect of
switching from traditional to digital. im glad that rebelle has been able to take this

huge step forwards in making this easier for traditional artists to join the dark
side, erhh, i mean digital art creation. im sure that other art programs will be

scrambling to catch up to rebelle for years to come.
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from the front-end, rebelle 5 has several styles that have been developed to look
and feel like those of the traditional media-painting techniques. for the most part,

each style has its own brush, and that brush looks like the expected traditional
media style. this is a must have app for every artist and is a great choice to use

for educational purposes. that said, if you just want to start creating digitally, and
you dont have a traditional art background, youre going to be disappointed. while
rebelle is best used for it, its application as a digital painting tool is limited. for this
reason, i would recommend that you use rebelle for one thing and one thing only,
and that is to learn traditional media techniques. so what is that thing rebelle is
best used for? well, in a nutshell, it is that rebelle is best used to simulate the

painting of oil paints. it has a built in gradient tool that allows you to mimic many
of the traditional media painting techniques, such as washes, dry brush,

watercolor, etc. i cannot think of a single digital art program that has this type of
versatility. it allows you to experiment with styles, but it also allows you to

experiment with other types of art. if youre already a digital artist, i recommend
that you get this program. if youre interested in digital art, i recommend that you
get this program. and if you like the look and feel of traditional art, i recommend
that you get this program. i cant recommend this program enough. rebelle isnt
the only program that has the ability to create traditional media style painting

tools. there are several, including corel painter, adobe photoshop, corel painter,
and gimp. rebelle is the best program in this category for my money. theres also
several programs that you can use to create traditional style digital art such as

clip studio paint, corel paint shop pro, gimp, sketchbook pro, and autodesk
sketchbook. rebelle isnt the only program that has the ability to create traditional

media style painting tools, but it is the best program. 5ec8ef588b
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